
WITH PATENTED LEVELIFT™ BED TECHNOLOGY

™



DUMP

YOU WANT UTILITY?

LOAD LIFT

Imagine a tough, precision-built utility vehicle that combines the 
industry’s most popular features with the revolutionary ability to 
lift, lower and dump its cargo. That’s what the most innovative team 
in the turf industry has created in the Hustler MDV™ with patented 
LeveLift™ bed technology. We call it the MDV (“Maximum Duty 
Vehicle”) for the simple fact that you won’t find a more rugged, 
more durable, more versatile utility vehicle in its class than this one.GET A LOAD OF THIS.

INTRODUCING PATENTED
BED TECHNOLOGY



Flip the switch and LeveLift brings the cargo box up, back, 

and down, enabling you to load at ground level or at any point 

along the bed’s arc of motion. Once loaded, LeveLift single-

handedly brings the cargo box back up and into position on the 

MDV. With an absolute minimum of time, effort and manpower, 

you and your cargo are on your way.

UP AND AT ‘EM!

INTRODUCING PATENTED

BED TECHNOLOGY



 IMAGINE THE

POSSIBILITIES
The “utility” from other utility vehicles 

comes often after you have the vehicle 

loaded. But with the MDV’s optional 

LeveLift technology, you get “utility” the 

moment you arrive at the job site.  With a 

750 lb. lift capacity, LeveLift does the heavy 

lifting. Many loading and hauling jobs that 

used to require a crew of two or more can 

now be performed by just one person.

750lb
lift capacity

SEE IT IN ACTION!    VISIT HUSTLERTURF.COM



With a long list of job-ready features and 
options, the Hustler MDV is not afraid of 
work. And while we incorporated every 
component and characteristic that we 
felt would add to the vehicle’s utility, 
our engineers didn’t overlook the care 
of its occupants. After all, any tool is 
only as productive as your ability and 
willingness to use it.

“Maximum Duty” means bigger, stronger, ready 
to take on whatever the job demands. Yet even 
with its rugged steel-frame construction and full, 
pallet-size cargo box, the MDV’s power steering 
and dual-range continuously variable transmission 
(CVT) deliver reliably smooth operation and easy 
handling. Thanks to independent front suspension 
and a solid, truck-style floating rear axle, the ride 
is always steady and consistent, maintaining a 
constant ground clearance even at maximum load.

THERE’S A REASON ITS NAME STARTS WITH “HUSTLE.”
With a load capacity of 1685 lbs* and a top speed of 37 mph, the Hustler MDV 
works harder and faster than the leading competitor. Sporting a 1028cc Kohler 
Diesel engine fed by an ample 14-gallon fuel tank (nearly twice the capacity of 
the leading UTV), the MDV not only gets you and your cargo there quicker, but 
it can remain in service longer without refueling — still on the job after other 
UTVs have headed for the barn.

50.25 in1685 lb*
cab widthload capacity

DESIGNED FOR CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT, 
ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE.

EVEN UNDER MAXIMUM LOAD, THE MDV WON’T LET YOU DOWN.

37mph
top speed

*standard model bed

*standard model bed



“Utility” should be the operative word for any utility 
vehicle. That’s why we offer the Hustler MDV with a range 
of accessories that provide not only maximum duty, but 
maximum flexibility for the way you use your machine.

*Not on pictured unit.

ROOF
Provides year-round weather protection to 
operator and passenger.

DOORS
Provides comfort in inclement weather.

FRONT WINDSHIELD
Blocks wind, dust and other weather elements.

WIPERS
Helps resist rain, snow and ice buildup 
on windshield.

HEATER/DEFROST
Keeps operator warm on a cold winter day.

SIDE MIRRORS
Offers operator expanded visibility.

REAR VIEW MIRROR
Expands operator visibility.

POWERED DUMP BED
Available for standard bed model. 
(Standard on LeveLift model.)

HITCH/WINCH MOUNT (front)
Pulls tough loads and secures vehicle 
to trailer.

HITCH MOUNT (rear)*

BRUSH GUARD*
Protects the front of vehicle.

WORK LIGHTS
Provides a wide range of light 
(ideal for tasks at night).

BEACON
Provides excellent visibility for 
vehicle bystanders.

ALUMINUM WHEELS*
Presents a more polished appearance 
to vehicle.

440 MAG 25" x 10" - 12"*
More aggressive tire for extreme conditions.

SNOW BLADE
Removes snow and ice easily from 
outdoor surfaces.

BRAKES

Service Brakes

TIRES & WHEELS

Tire Size Front

Tire Size Rear

CAPACITIES

Fuel Capacity

Towing Capacity

Cargo Box Capacity

Load Capacity

VEHICLE DIMENSIONS

Overall Length

Overall Height

Overall Width

Wheelbase

Cargo Bed Dimensions

Ground Clearance

4 Wheel hydraulic disk

350 Mag 25" x 10" - 12"

350 Mag 25" x 10" - 12"

14 gallon

1650 lb

1200 lb           750lb*

1685 lb           1358 lb*

121.2"              128.2"*

78"                   78"*

61.75"              61.75"*

82.5"

45.9" x 58.2" x 11.5"

8"

MDV SPECIFICATIONS

*MDV with Levelift

STANDARD 
INSTRUMENTATION

Hour meter

Oil light

Temperature light

Gear select

Speedometer

Horn

Fuel gauge

12V port

ENGINE

Type

Displacement

Horsepower

Fuel Injection

Fuel Type

Cooling System

Electrical

DRIVE TRAIN

Drive System

Gear Selection

Top Speed

SUSPENSION

Front Suspension

Rear Suspension

Kohler KDW 1003

1028cc

23.4 hp

Indirect Injection

Diesel

Liquid cooled

12v system,  65 amps

 

2wd/Awd

Lo/Hi-Neutral, Reverse

37 mph

 

Independent front
with flex swing arm

Floating rear axle with 
coil over

ACCESSORIES

GENERAL

Power Steering 

Turning Radius

Lighting

Standard

15' 9"

Headlights
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